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The lower part of the oil pan contains the sender for the oil ... pressure pumps suction the oil out of the oil sump .... cylinder heads or another component in the. 
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Oil pan The oil pan consists of two cast-aluminium parts. The lines for the oil scavenge pumps are located in the upper part of the oil pan. The lower part of the oil pan contains the sender for the oil level and the wash plates that are used to calm the oil in the oil sump. The structural shape of the lower part of the oil pan differs in the Phaeton and the Touareg.



The Touareg has a deeper lower part of the oil pan than the Phaeton, so that it can hold a larger amount of oil. In addition, the lower part of the oil pan of the Touareg has elastic flap traps. These prevent the oil sump from running dry when driving on inclines.



Oil pan, upper portion



Lines of the oil scavenge pumps
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Oil pan, lower portion – Phaeton



Oil level sender



Oil pan, lower portion – Touareg



Oil pipe to oil scavenging



Oil level sender



Oil pipe to oil scavenging



Flap traps



Wash plates



Wash plates 303_080
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Engine mechanics Functioning of the oil scavenging system in different driving states In order to ensure functioning of the compressed oil system, with the correct filling level in all driving states, two oil scavenge pumps are used. The following examples describe the oil scavenge system in three different driving states.



Oil scavenge system, normal driving Compressed oil system, engine Oil return



Oil return of the turbocharger



Oil return Geared drive



Oil return



Compressed oil channel



Oil return



Oil pressure pumps



Oil level normal operation



Oil pressure control valves Flap traps



Oil separator Oil scavenge pumps
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Aspiration hole



During uniform, level driving, the two oil pressure pumps suction the oil out of the oil sump via the oil filler neck and pump it into the compressed oil system of the engine. Part of the returning oil flows directly into the oil sump of the oil pan while the rest flows from the returns of the turbocharger and of the geared drive into the rear area of the oil pan.
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There, the oil is suctioned off by oil scavenge pumps and returned to the oil sump by the oil separator. The oil separator works according to the principle of a cyclone. It separates the oil from the scavenged oil-air mixture before the oil flows back to the oil sump.



Oil scavenge system, uphill driving Compressed oil system, engine Oil return
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During uphill driving or when accelerating, the oil flows into the rear area of the oil pan. The flap traps close, thus preventing all the oil from flowing into the rear area of the oil pan. The oil scavenge pumps suction the oil out of the rear area of the oil pan. This ensures pressure-free oil return from the turbocharger and the geared drive. The scavenged oil is transported to the sump by the oil separator. This ensures the oil supply of the oil pressure pumps.



Oil scavenge system, downhill driving Compressed oil system, engine Oil return
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During downhill driving or when braking, the oil collects in the front part of the oil pan. As a result, the oil level lies above the oil filler neck, ensuring the oil supply of the oil pressure pumps. The oil returning from the turbocharger and the geared drive can flow into the oil sump via the open flap traps.
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Engine mechanics Coolant circulation system System overview
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Engine coolant circulation
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Coolant circulation for alternator and fuel cooling (Touareg only)



warm



warm



cold



cold
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Cooler for engine coolant circulation
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Fuel cooler
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Cooler for alternator/fuel cooling
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Compensator reservoir
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Pump for coolant after-run V51
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Circulation pump V55
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Check valve
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Heat exchanger for heater
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Pump for fuel cooling V166
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Auxiliary water heater (auxiliary heater)
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Valve body
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Cooler for exhaust return (Phaeton only)
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Cylinder head/cylinder block
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Coolant temperature sender G62



8



AC generator
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Coolant temperature sender- cooler outlet G83



Coolant circulation for alternator and fuel cooling (in the Touareg only) In the Touareg, the V10-TDI engine has a separate coolant circulation for the alternator and the fuel cooling. This is required because the temperature of the coolant is too high to cool the returning fuel when the motor is running.



Circulation pump V55 The fuel cooling pump is an electrical circulation pump. If required, it is activated by the Climatronic control unit, providing the circulation of coolant in the coolant circulation for the alternator and the fuel cooling.



Pump for coolant after-run V51 The pump for coolant after-run is an electrically driven pump that is activated by the engine control unit.



1. When the engine is running, the pump provides an increased flow of coolant through the heat exchanger for the heater; it also supports the functioning of the auxiliary heater.



It fulfils two duties: 1. At low engine speeds, the pump for coolant after-run supports the mechanically driven coolant pump, thus providing for sufficient coolant circulation. 2. To carry out the coolant after-run function, the pump is activated by the engine control unit according to a characteristic map.



2. The pump fulfils the duties of the residual heat function up until 30 minutes after the engine is stopped. For this purpose, it is activated by the Climatronic control unit when the driver activates the residual heat function.



Pump for fuel cooling V166 The fuel cooling pump is an electrical circulation pump. If required, it is activated by the engine control unit, providing the circulation of coolant in the coolant circulation for the alternator and the fuel cooling.
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Engine mechanics Coolant pump The coolant pump is located on the engine face in the engine block. It is driven by the belt drive module via a connection shaft.



Coolant pump 303_047



Driving toothed wheel in belt drive module



Connection shaft
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Coolant drain plugs



Coolant drain plugs Two coolant drain plugs are located on the engine face in the cylinder block. When the cylinder heads or another component in the V-space of the motor is to be removed, the coolant drain plugs can be used to drain the coolant down to the level of the coolant pump.



303_076
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Thermostat for characteristic mapcontrolled engine cooling The thermostat for characteristic map-controlled engine cooling is located in the pipe union of the coolant controller housing. Its duty is to switch between the large and the small coolant circulation systems. For this, it is activated by the engine control unit according to the requirements of the engine’s operating state. Characteristic maps that contain the nominal value temperature depending on the engine load are stored in the engine control unit. 303_026



The advantage of characteristic map-controlled engine cooling is that the coolant temperature level can be adapted to the current operating state of the engine. This helps to reduce fuel consumption in the partial-load range and to reduce exhaust emissions.



Pipe unions of coolant controller housing



Pipe unions of coolant controller housing



Compression spring Resistance heating



Elastic element



A detailed description of characteristic map-controlled engine cooling can be found in Self-Study Programme No. 222 ”Electronically Controlled Cooling System”.



Stroke pin 303_015
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Engine mechanics Water connection Water connection



The water connection is located in the V-space of the engine, above the coolant controller housing. It connects the coolant circulation of the two cylinder heads. The coolant is transported out of the cylinder heads through the two large connections to the coolant controller housing. The small connections that are further towards the top are used for ventilation.
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Oil filter Sender for coolant temperature G62



Connection – ventilation



Connection – ventilation



Connection – coolant



Connection – coolant
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Connection nozzle
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Coolant controller housing



Removal and installation In order to permit the water connection in the V-space of the engine to be removed and installed, the two large connections in the water connection housing can be pushed in/pushed apart.



Water connection – installation position Water connection housing Gasket



Gasket
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Water connection – assembly position
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Engine mechanics Fuel system The fuel is transported out of the fuel tank to the fuel filter unit by electrical fuel pumps. The mechanical fuel pumps suck the fuel out of the fuel filter unit and transport it at high pressure into the preliminary run of the fuel manifolds. The fuel that is not required for fuel-injection is transported via the return flow of the fuel manifolds to the fuel filter unit and from there back to the fuel tank via a fuel cooler.



Fuel temperature sender



Fuel filter unit



Fuel pump



Return flow Preliminary run – low pressure Preliminary run – high pressure
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Fuel temperature sender



Fuel manifold



Fuel cooler (in Touareg)



Connection nozzle



Fuel cooler (in the Phaeton)
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Pressure relief valve Fuel return flow



In the Touareg, the fuel is cooled by a fuel-coolant cooler. In the Phaeton, the fuel is cooled by a fuel-air cooler.



Vacuum pump Fuel pump 303_051
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Engine mechanics Pressure relief valve Fuel return flow



Overall schematic diagram The electrical fuel pumps work as preliminary transport pumps, pumping fuel to the fuel filter unit.



Sender for fuel temperature Pressure control valve



The check valves prevent fuel from flowing out of the fuel manifold and the preliminary run line back into the fuel tank when the engine is at a standstill. The fuel filter unit protects the injection system from soiling and wear by particles and water.



Fuel pump



The fuel pumps transport the fuel out of the fuel filter unit and pump it at high pressure into the preliminary run of the fuel manifolds.



Check valve



The pressure control valves regulate the fuel pressure in the fuel preliminary run to approx. 8.5 bar. Fuel filter unit



The pressure relief valves limit the fuel pressure in the fuel return flow to approx. 1 bar. As a result, the pressure conditions in the fuel system are balanced. The fuel temperature senders are used to record the fuel temperature for the engine control units.



Preheating valve



Check valve



Fuel pump



The preheating valve guides the fuel in the return flow into the fuel filter unit when the outside temperature is low, thus preventing clogging of the filter inserts. Pressure control valve



The fuel cooler cools the fuel in the return flow to protect the fuel tank from fuel that is too hot.



Sender for fuel temperature



Pressure relief valve fuel return flow
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Pump-jet unit



Fuel manifold



Coolant



Fuel cooler Electrical fuel pump Fuel manifold
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Return Preliminary run – low pressure Preliminary run – high pressure
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Engine mechanics Fuel filter unit The fuel filter unit is located in a crash-safe position in the V-space of the engine. It contains two filter inserts and a sender for the fuel composition. The sender for the fuel composition is used to inform the driver if the water level in the filter unit is too high using an indicator light in the dash panel insert. There is a preheating valve in the lid of the fuel filter unit; when the outside temperature is low, this guides the fuel in the return flow from the engine back into the filter. In the Touareg, a coolant-fuel cooler is integrated into the fuel filter unit. It cools the fuel flowing back into the fuel tank, thus preventing damage to the fuel tank by return flow fuel that is too hot. In the Phaeton, a fuel-air cooler is located under the vehicle floor.
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Fuel filter unit



Return flow to fuel tank Preliminary run of fuel tank Lid of fuel filter unit



Drainage



Connection for coolant Fuel return flow from the pump-jet units



Fuel preliminary run to fuel pump
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Fuel cooler



Fuel return flow from the pump-jet units Fuel composition sender
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Preheating valve At low outside temperatures, diesel fuel tends to precipitate paraffin. This can clog the fuel filter; as a result, operating the engine may no longer be possible due to a lack of fuel. To prevent this, there is a preheating valve in the lid of the fuel filter unit.



Warm fuel temperature



Depending on the outside temperature, the preheating valve guides the fuel that is flowing back from the pump-jet units either to the fuel filters or to the fuel tank.



Lid of fuel filter unit



Elastic element warm



At a fuel temperature above 40 °C in the fuel preliminary run, the piston is pressed against the spring by the elastic element. The preheating valve completely opens the way into the fuel return flow. The fuel that is flowing back from the pump-jet units directly enters the return flow to the fuel tank.



Spring



In the fuel preliminary run, the fuel is transported via filter inserts and the flatter valve to the fuel pumps.



Piston
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Filter



Flatter valve



to fuel pump



Cold fuel temperature cold



Retrurn flow from pump-jet units



At a fuel temperature below 10 °C, the elastic element contracts, so that the spring force of the piston closes the way to the fuel tank. As a result, the fuel that is flowing back from the pump-jet units is guided to the filters. The fuel in the filter unit is heated, thus preventing clogging of the filters. Return flow to fuel tank



Preliminary run of fuel tank 303_104
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Engine mechanics Pump-jet units The pump-jet units that have already been installed in the 1.9l/74 kW TDI engine are used in the V10-TDI engine.



Adjusting screw



They are characterised by:



Stud



– a low-friction drive – an increased injection pressure in the partial load range – a compact solenoid valve To provide a low-friction drive, the adjusting screw is equipped with a rounded end while the stud is provided with a ball socket. Due to the large radii, the surface pressure is low. In addition, the engine oil can collect in the ball socket, thus ensuring good lubrication between the adjusting screw and the stud. In the partial load range, the injection pressure is increased by an alternative piston with a large stroke. Due to the large stroke of the alternative piston and the throttling effect of the inflow hole between the jet spring space and the fuel channel, the pressure in the jet spring space increases. The jet springs are further prestressed, thus increasing the injection pressure.



Solenoid valve



Alternative piston



Inflow hole



Jet spring
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Exhaust system The exhaust system of the V10-TDI engine consists of one preliminary catalytic converter and one main catalytic converter per cylinder bank, as well as a preliminary silencer and a main silencer. All catalytic converters are oxidation catalytic converters. The preliminary catalytic converters are located near the engine so that the operating temperature can be quickly attained, ensuring a high degree of pollutant reduction. The lambda probes located in front of the preliminary catalytic converters are used to control exhaust gas recirculation.



Lambda probe G39 Lambda probe G108



Preliminary catalytic converter



The representation in the figure corresponds to the exhaust system in the Touareg.



Main catalytic converter



Rear silencer



Preliminary catalytic converter Main catalytic converter



Preliminary silencer
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System overview Overview of engine management



This section provides you with an overview of the V10-TDI engine management system. A detailed description of the sensors, actuators and functions of engine management can be found in Self-Study Programme No. 304 ”Electronic Diesel Control EDC 16”.



Engine speed sender G28



Height sender



Sender for accelerator pedal position G79 Kickdown switch F8 Idling switch F60



Valve for pump/jet N240 - N244



Engine control unit 1 J623



Fuel pump relay J17 Fuel pump (preliminary transport pump) G6 Fuel pump G23 Servomotor for exhaust turbocharger 1 V280



Air mass flow meter G70



Exhaust gas recirculation valve N18 Hall sensor G40



Coolant temperature sender G62



Diagnostics connection



Motor for intake pipe valve V157



Coolant temperature sender, cooler outlet G83



Thermostat for characteristic mapcontrolled engine cooling F265



Servomotor for exhaust turbocharger 2 V281



Relay for coolant after-run J496 Water pump V51



Fuel temperature sender G81 Engine control unit 2 J624



Fuel composition sender G133 Air mass flow meter 2 G246 Load pressure sender G31 Sender for intake air temperature G42



Relay for pump, fuel cooling J445 Pump for fuel cooling V166



Valve for pump/jet N245, N303 - N306



Cooler change-over valve, exhaust gas recirculation N345



Exhaust gas recirculation valve 2 N213



Solenoid valve for electrohydraulic automotive bearing control unit N145



Fuel temperature sender 2 G248 Motor for intake pipe valve 2 V275



Lambda probe G39



Brake light switch F Brake pedal switch F47



Additional input signals



Sender 2 for intake air temperature G299 Load pressure sender 2 G447



Lambda probe 2 G108



Heater for lambda probe Z19



Cooler change-over valve 2, exhaust gas recirculation N381



Heater plug relay J52 Heater plugs Q10 - Q14



Heater for lambda probe Z28



Heater plugs Q15 - Q19 Heater plug relay 2 J495



Additional output signals 303_036
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System overview Overview of engine management



This section provides you with an overview of the V10-TDI engine management system. A detailed description of the sensors, actuators and functions of engine management can be found in Self-Study Programme No. 304 ”Electronic Diesel Control EDC 16”.



Engine speed sender G28



Height sender



Sender for accelerator pedal position G79 Kickdown switch F8 Idling switch F60



Valve for pump/jet N240 - N244



Engine control unit 1 J623



Fuel pump relay J17 Fuel pump (preliminary transport pump) G6 Fuel pump G23 Servomotor for exhaust turbocharger 1 V280



Air mass flow meter G70



Exhaust gas recirculation valve N18 Hall sensor G40



Coolant temperature sender G62



Diagnostics connection



Motor for intake pipe valve V157



Coolant temperature sender, cooler outlet G83



Thermostat for characteristic mapcontrolled engine cooling F265



Servomotor for exhaust turbocharger 2 V281



Relay for coolant after-run J496 Water pump V51



Fuel temperature sender G81 Engine control unit 2 J624



Fuel composition sender G133 Air mass flow meter 2 G246 Load pressure sender G31 Sender for intake air temperature G42



Relay for pump, fuel cooling J445 Pump for fuel cooling V166



Valve for pump/jet N245, N303 - N306



Cooler change-over valve, exhaust gas recirculation N345



Exhaust gas recirculation valve 2 N213



Solenoid valve for electrohydraulic automotive bearing control unit N145



Fuel temperature sender 2 G248 Motor for intake pipe valve 2 V275



Lambda probe G39



Brake light switch F Brake pedal switch F47



Additional input signals



Sender 2 for intake air temperature G299 Load pressure sender 2 G447



Lambda probe 2 G108



Heater for lambda probe Z19



Cooler change-over valve 2, exhaust gas recirculation N381



Heater plug relay J52 Heater plugs Q10 - Q14



Heater for lambda probe Z28



Heater plugs Q15 - Q19 Heater plug relay 2 J495



Additional output signals 303_036
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Service Special tools Designation



Tool



Usage



T10191 frame



To switch off the V10-TDI engine
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T10192 oil filter key



Removal and installation of the oil filter lid
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T10193 camshaft clamp



To fasten the camshaft cylinder bank 1 when setting the control times
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T10194 camshaft clamp



To fasten the camshaft cylinder bank 2 when setting the control times Removal and installation of the oil filter module 303_059
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Designation



Tool



Usage



T10195 crankshaft clamp



To fasten the crankshaft when setting the control times
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T10196 key



To install the PTFE crankshaft gasket on the flywheel side
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T10197 plug cartridge SW6



For removal and installation of various add-on pieces in the V-space of the engine
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T10198 plug cartridge XZN16



For removal and installation of the camshaft wheel



303_063
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Service



Designation



Tool



Usage



T10199 clamping device



Clamping the camshaft wheels to remove and install the camshaft wheels
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T10200 guide pin



For removal and installation of the belt drive module



Figure was not available at the copy deadline



T10201 clamping device



For removal and installation of the bearing tunnel Figure was not available at the copy deadline



T10202 key



For removal and installation of the fuel transport unit
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Designation



Tool



Usage



T10126 transport shackle



To transport the V10-TDI engine with workshop crane VAS 6100
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T10207 assembly equipment



To install the PTFE crankshaft gasket on the gearbox side
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T10208 assembly equipment



To install the PTFE crankshaft gasket on the alternator shaft
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T10210 calibre



To align the pump-jet units Figure was not available at the copy deadline
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Check your knowledge Which answers are correct? Sometimes only one. Sometimes more than one – or all of them!



1.



The cylinders of the V10-TDI engine have … A. B. C.



2.



Why are the counterweights on the crankshaft made of tungsten? A. B. C.



3.



Gearwheels are lighter, thus reducing weight. Gearwheels can transfer higher forces per unit size. Gearwheels have a greater longitudinal extension.



What is the duty of the shackle joints? A. B. C.
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using a toothed belt drive using spur-toothed gearwheels using helic gearwheels using a chain drive



What advantages do gearwheels have over toothed belts? A. B. C.



5.



Tungsten has a high density, so that the weights can be small, thus saving space. Tungsten has a high temperature stability. Tungsten is inexpensive.



How are the auxiliary engines of the V10-TDI engine driven? A. B. C. D.



4.



a plasma-sprayed cylinder wall. wet cylinder liners. dry cylinder liners.



They compensate for the tooth play between the camshaft wheel and the drive wheel of the belt drive module. They change the control times under full-load operation. They increase the camshaft speed when idling.



What is the duty of the oil scavenge pumps? A. B. C.



How is fuel transported from the mechanical fuel pumps to the pump-jet units in the V10-TDI engine? A. B. C.



8.



using fuel manifolds using holes in the cylinder head using flexible steel hoses



Which statement is correct? A. B. C.



In the Phaeton, the return-flow fuel is cooled by a fuel-air cooler under the vehicle floor. In the Touareg, the return-flow fuel is cooled by a fuel cooler that is integrated in a separate coolant circulation. The return-flow fuel is not cooled.



Solutions



7.



They generate the oil pressure that is required for the oil circulation of the engine. They suction the oil out of the exhaust turbocharger oil return flow. They ensure that a sufficient quantity of oil is in the oil filler neck in every operating state.



1. A.; 2. A.; 3. A., C.; 4. B.; 5. A.; 6. B., C.; 7. A.; 8. A., B.



6.
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Service.
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